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Creating multiple ideal client avatars 

My ideal client for my 1:1 coaching is very different to my ideal client for a $47 course. 

That is why I have DIFFERENT ideal clients for:

Wealthy Wendy aka 1:1 coaching (people who know they want 1:1 support) 

Mastermind Mandy aka my mastermind (people who want community and access to 

a coach) 

Courses Celine aka my courses (people who want knowledge) 

Freebie Fran aka free stuff (people who like me but don’t want to spend money right now) 
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2. 

3.

4.

You’ll play the sorting hat from Harry Potter.

That’s what I do in any conversation with a potential client. I figure out who they are, what 

they need and I point them to an offer that fits them. 

Here are the different client avatars for my business:

Zero to paid: business owners who want to sign their first clients (Consistent Clients)

Scaling to six figures: make $8k per month regularly and consistently (6-Figure 

Mindset)

Going beyond six figures: create $20k or $30k months (1:1 coaching or high-level 

masterminds)
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Homework: 

What different offers do you have in your business? And who wants each offer?
Maybe you need to add a second or third offer into the mix so you can create a system of different 

clients. OR you are like me when I had 27 offers. In this case, minimise and build a basic product suite.

How do your different client levels build a customer journey where your clients can move 
through? 
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Overcoming money objections

“But I can’t afford it.”

I don’t overcome money objections like this one. 

I accept that not everybody has to become my client.
I relax. 

I point them to a lower-priced offer, to my free stuff or a colleague. 
That’s it. 


